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Document History 
 
The ensure quality control and to quickly identify any changes made version control must be 
listed below. Including, the latest version number, date of the amendment and changes made.  
 

Document Details 

Document Name Enquiries and Appeals Policy 

Purpose of Document 
To provide guidance on enquiries and appeals relating to 
End-point Assessment. 

Document Version Number V4.0 

Document Status Live 

Document Owner Head of Compliance 

 
 

Version History 

Version 
Number 

Date 
Amended 

Changes Made 

V1.0 02/01/20 Document created. 

V1.1 23/09/20 Amended for logo. 

V2.1 22/10/20 All types of enquiries and appeals included with the stages for each 
detailed. Flow chart of process added. 

V3.1 18/06/21 Removal of Stage 3 Independent Review.  

V4.0 06/12/21 Addition of Stage 3 Independent Review. 

 
 
This policy will be reviewed on an annual basis and, where appropriate, updated in response to 
input from consumers, results from internal and external monitoring arrangements, 
amendments in internal procedures, IfATE, ESFA and EQA actions or where developments in 
legislation occur. 

 
Ofqual General Conditions of Recognition 

Condition D4 - Responding to enquiries from Users of qualifications 
Condition I1 – Appeals Process 
Condition I2 - Compliance with Ofqual’s appeals and complaints process 
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1. Introduction 
 
This policy is aimed at any organisation that enrols learners to undertake End-point Assessment 
(EPA) with Accelerate People Ltd.  It specifies the process that should be followed when 
submitting enquiries and appeals and the process we will follow.  This policy should be read in 
conjunction with Accelerate People Ltd’s Equality, Diversity & Inclusion policy, Reasonable 
Adjustments & Special Considerations policy, Malpractice & Maladministration policy, Conflict of 
Interest policy and Employee Equality & Diversity Policy. 
 

2. When should I make an enquiry or appeal? 
 
An enquiry or appeal can be made for the following reasons: 
 

• If you believe any processes or procedures were not followed properly and fairly in relation 

to the EPA 

• If you disagree with any part of the EPA grading decision 

• Where we have declined applications for access arrangements and special consideration 

• Decisions relating to any action taken against a learner or Training Provider / FE College 

/ Employer following an investigation into malpractice or maladministration 

• If you disagree with the outcome of an enquiry 

Any EPA enquiries must be submitted within 10 days of the above decisions being issued.  Any 

enquiries can first be submitted using the  Enquiries Form. 

 
 
There are 2 stages to the enquiries and appeals process, stage one must be completed before 
moving to the next stage: 

 
Stage 1 – Enquiry and Review 
Stage 2 – Appeal Hearing 

 
Before making an application, Employers, FE Colleges and Training Providers must have the 
learner's approval and must also ensure that the learner is aware of the potential outcomes and 
timeframes. 

3. The Enquiries and Appeals process 
 
See Appendix 1 for process flowchart. 

Stage 1 – Enquiry and Review 
 
On receiving the Enquiry form, the Quality Team will review and respond within 5 days with the 
findings.   An enquiry can be used for assessment decisions, reasonable adjustments and special 
considerations and malpractice and maladministration. 
 
When submitting an enquiry, you should provide as much relevant information as possible and 
keep all evidence relating to the case: 
 
Enquiry relating to Assessment Decisions 
 

• Learner name and ULN 

https://forms.office.com/r/Hj4cmSqJBw
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• Date you received the grade 

• Your details and a main point of contact 

• Details of the enquiry 

Enquiry relating to Reasonable Adjustments and Special Considerations / Malpractice and 
Maladministration Decisions should be sent to qualityassurance@accelerate-people.co.uk 
 

• Basis for the enquiry plus any relevant information 

Assessment Decisions 

 
Enquiries give Employers, Training Providers and FE Colleges the opportunity to ask about the 
EPA assessment decisions if they think they are incorrect.  
 
Stage One of the process will require an administrative check, completed by the Quality Team. 
 
The Quality Team will pass the appeal to a subject matter expert who is qualified to conduct an 
independent review of all evidence, along with the interview and compile a report and grade 
based on their own findings. 
 
The subject matter expert will communicate their findings and grade to the Quality Team.  The 
Quality Team will review the grade against the original decision and if they remain the same, will 
communicate this back to the appellant. 
 
If the findings result in a different grade, the appeal will be referred to a panel to make the final 
decision.  The panel will consist of a member of the Quality team, subject matter expert and a 
Senior Officer. 
 
There are three possible outcomes to an enquiry: 
 

1. The assessment result is upgraded, Accelerate People Ltd will amend its records and 

ensure the certificate reflects the result.  Accelerate People Ltd will implement an action 

plan to alleviate any further risks or issues.  

2. The assessment result stays the same. 

3. The assessment result is downgraded, issuing of the certificate will depend on the result 

downgrade. 

Reasonable Adjustments and Special Considerations 

 
An enquiry regarding the decision made about an application for Reasonable Adjustments or 
Special Considerations. 
 
The enquiry must be accompanied by a clear reason for the dispute and any supporting evidence. 
 
There are two possible outcomes to an enquiry: 
 

1. The decision regarding reasonable adjustment and special consideration requests will be 

changed. 

2. No further action will be taken, and reasoning provided back to the Training Provider, 

Employer or FE College. 

mailto:qualityassurance@accelerate-people.co.uk
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Malpractice and Maladministration 

 
If the enquiry is regarding an action that has been applied following the outcome of an 
investigation into suspected or alleged malpractice/maladministration, or if you believe any 
processes or procedures were not followed properly and fairly in relation to the EPA then the 
investigation findings, report and evidence will be reviewed by a member of the Quality Team.   
 
The Training Provider, Employer or FE College are required to submit reasons with evidence on 
why there is a disagreement with the action. 
 
There are two possible outcomes to an enquiry: 
 

1. Previous actions will be amended in the instance of malpractice and maladministration. 

2. No further action will be taken, and reasoning provided back to the Training Provider, 

Employer or FE College. 

Stage 2 – Appeal Hearing 
 
If you disagree with the outcome with any of the above enquiries in Stage 1 you have 10 days in 
which to request that Stage 2 Appeal Hearing is commenced by completing the Appeal Document 
with additional supporting evidence if required and email to qualityassurance@accelerate-
people.co.uk.  
 
If the appeal is relating to an assessment grading decision, then the appeal process can also be 
commenced on ACE360 and the supporting evidence uploaded. 
 
To determine if our policies and procedures have been properly followed, the appeal hearing will 
consider all the facts in the case.  Appeals cannot be submitted unless the Enquiry and Review 
stage has first been implemented.  
 
We will acknowledge your application for an appeal hearing within 48 hours. Accelerate People 
Ltd then have up to 10 working days to hold an appeal hearing. 
 
Accelerate People Ltd will not start the appeal until payment has been made (see appendix 2 for 
fees). This must be paid prior to the appeal starting.  Should the appeal be successful you will be 
reimbursed the fee. 

 
When submitting an appeal, you should provide as much supporting evidence as possible and 
keep all evidence relating to the case.  Please note no new evidence relating to the End-Point 
Assessment will be considered. 
 
On receipt of the appeal Accelerate People Ltd will review the application, supporting 
documentation and any records relating to the original decision.  The Independent Assessor who 
has been allocated to this appeal will not have any conflict of interest in the decision.  The 
Independent Assessor will present their findings to the Appeals Panel and a final decision will be 
agreed. 
 
The possible outcomes of the hearing are as follows: 
 

• The assessment decision will either remain the same or the grade will be changed 

• The decision regarding reasonable adjustment and special consideration requests will 

either be changed or remain as the original decision 

mailto:qualityassurance@accelerate-people.co.uk
mailto:qualityassurance@accelerate-people.co.uk
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• Any actions may be amended in the instance of malpractice and maladministration 

If the appeal identifies any errors within Accelerate People Ltd’s procedures, the Quality Team 
will: 
 

• Correct any errors 

• Produce and implement an action plan to alleviate any further risks or issues 

• Provide feedback / further training and development to the relevant people within 

Accelerate People Ltd 

• Review assessment documentation 

• Identify any other learner who has been affected by that failure 

 

Stage 3 – Independent Review Panel 
 
There is a right to a final independent review if you do not agree with Accelerate People ’s 
decision.  This must be requested within 10 days of the Appeal Hearing decision, via the reply 
given at qualityassurance@accelerate-people.co.uk. 
 
In all circumstances an independent reviewer will be allocated to carry out the appeal to ensure 
there is no conflict of interest in line with our Conflict of Interest Policy.  The impartial reviewer 
will be a person with the qualifications necessary to make an appeal decision and will not have a 
vested interest in the results of the appeal. 
 
The aim of the independent review is to determine if Accelerate People has applied its appeals 
procedures in a fair and reasonable manner and in accordance with its policies.  The independent 
review will be conducted as a desk-based review and may include the independent reviewer 
gaining clarification on any points made from the appeal feedback. 
 
The independent review will be the final decision. 
 
 

3. Confidentiality  
 
Accelerate People Ltd will take the appropriate measures to ensure compliance with data 
protection laws where any content may be deemed confidential. 
 

4. Further Action 
 
If you are not satisfied with the final outcome you have the opportunity to escalate to the relevant 
External Quality Assurance organisation.

mailto:qualityassurance@accelerate-people.co.uk
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5. Appendices 

Appendix 1: Flowchart of Process 
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Appendix 2: Fees 
 

Stage 1 Enquiry Reasonable adjustments and special 
considerations and malpractice and 
maladministration  

No fee 

Assessment decisions No fee 

Stage 2 Appeal Appeal against decision regarding 
application for reasonable 
adjustments and special 
considerations and malpractice and 
maladministration 

No fee 

Assessment decisions £300  

Stage 3 Independent 
Appeal Panel 

All decisions £600 
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